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First semester Events
Technical Hunt, 23-07-13

This was our first event, and it was a fabulous event.
In this event there were clues spread out in the entire college,
and participants had to collect the clues and get to the final
clue 

Winners:
1st   winner-- Roshan Jha -- FYCS--Roll No. 622
2nd winner -- Santosh Verma – TYIT C -- Roll No. 3730

Computer Quiz, 27-08-2011

In this event we had a quiz which was based on some computer
languages like C, C++.

Winners:
1st winner—Martin David—SYIT C—Roll No.2711
2nd Winner—Vaibhav Kore—TYIT A—Roll No.3647



DEBATE, 14-09-2011

On 14th of September we had an event named Debate, this
competition had some social topics and also some technology
related topics. This was another successful event by Computer
Association where in we got to bring out the best of their
communication skills, a way of presenting the knowledge they
have and also the convincing power.

Winner:
Best Speaker:
Wariam singh –SYIT B—Roll no.2681



Social Event, 20-10-2011

This was a Social Event, in this event the student went to Barns
School where the students of that school were given some
basic knowledge about computers. All the students enjoyed the
trainning session

Second semester Events
Odd Object Out, 14-12-2011

In this event participants were asked to choose the odd object
out of 5 other objects 

Winners:
1st   sarabjit singh—FYITB—Roll no. 5398
2nd winner sanjeev—SYITC—Roll no.2781
3rd winner Rahul Panda—SYITB—2656



Social Event, 14-01-2012

In this social event, students went to Pratham NGO. There they
provided the NGO students with some practical knowledge
about Microsoft Office. The kids from the NGO were extremely
happy and they enjoyed the training session. The students who
participated in the event got a chance to interact with the kids.

Paper Presentation, 18-01-2012

In this event, students were given 7 topics and they were asked
to select one topic and prepare on it and present it in front of
the audience. This event brought out the hidden talents of the
students and helped them develop their confidence and
communication skills.

Winner:
Best Speaker:
Anoop Sudhakaran—FYITC--5489



Treasure Hunt, 19-01-2012

This was an inhouse event were students had to find a treasure
using the clues. All the clues were written in computer codes
and would form a riddle. The students appreciated the event
and overall the treasure hunt was a fun event and we got a
great response from the students.

Winner:
Kajal sahatiya—SYCS—2185
Poonam gadhve—SYCS—2157

Computer Association’s Prize Distribution
Ceremony, 20-01-2012

At the end of a great year, we had the last event, which was
prize distribution. Student were felicated on their
achievements and were given certificates.
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